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Attention Mr. Bob English! 

This is a submission from Te Roopu Ruahine Pounamu O Parihaka to Finance Minister Bill 

English and State Owned Enterprises Minister Tony Ryall dated the 20
th

 February 2012. 

 

We as Indigenous People of these lands prior to your intrusion do wish to inform you and ALL your 

colleges within Parliament House of the following issues, being the sale of State assets namely the 

power companies and or anything else for that matter. These have been brought to our notice and 

the certain repercussions. After much discussion and consideration these are the conclusions that 

we arrived at. 

• We object totally to your manouvering of these assets for the sole purpose which you claim, 

as this is not a happening thing from the aspect of the Indigenous People. It amounts to 

wholesale felony.[Just as the railways, Telecommunications] 

 

• We object to your consultancy Hui taking place in selective places only, when the outcome 

will affect all areas of our world. It smacks of arrogance in the time factor and the 

impression you leave is “The outcome of all your consultancies is mere face saving as the 

decision has already been made and passed.” This we find a common practise in your 

business acumen. It is a disgrace to the role you ‘play’. 

 

 

• We object very strongly to any changes what so ever within Te Tiriti O Waitangi without full 

consultation with the ‘Kaitiaki’ of Te Tiriti, just so one partner can nullify the same 

document. This document is a partnership and it cannot be altered in any way without full 

consultation by both partners in a public arena where we may all see, hear and participate 

[the same way you made it when you first set out to deceive] 

 

• Any drilling within our country by overseas interests without proper consultation with Tiriti 

Partners makes their presence and their ‘Greed’ unwelcome. We object to their ignorance 

and we find their arrogance and disrespect for the people, the care and attention to the land 

and enviroment disgusting. Their trashing of our country and waters upon completion of 

their extraction of our resources shows the ugly disregard they have for other peoples assets 

and opinions. 

 

• We firmly believe when they enter our world they the Mining Companies should be made to 

leave it in exactly the same way that they found it OR be denied the rights that they were 

given in the first place. 

 

All the above issues are prime examples of your blatant disrespect and most certainly your disregard 

for all others with whom you share this world with. It is no wonder that the world is in the state that 

it is. Shame must be worn by you and ALL your colleges for all time. We fail to see how all supposed 

New Zealanders could ever vote for such obnoxious people to govern our world.  

We can only assume that these so called ‘New Zealanders’ did the same to their own homes and left 

to do the same to our home.  
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We do not hesitate to remind you all about a quote from your  supposedly ‘Good Book’ “Do unto 

others what you would have them do unto you” 

We have never ventured into anyone else’s world to do to their homelands what you all are doing to 

ours, Shame and disgust must be worn by you all for the rest of your lives, having failed the “Cardinal 

Rule” Don’t touch what is NOT your’s ASK FIRST. Hence the mess you are in. Wallow in it and Wear it 

as the cap fits and last of all may you all rot in the hell that you have created for others. 

 

Spokes person: 

    M s. M ahora. M . TaiR aw hiti 

    O  ngaa K aum aatua 
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Attention Mr. Bob English! 

This is a submission from Te Iwi a Toroanui Maarae o Parihaka to Finance Minister Bill 

English and State Owned Enterprises Minister Tony Ryall dated the 20
th

 February 2012. 

 

We as Indigenous People of these lands prior to your intrusion do wish to inform you and ALL your 

colleges within Parliament House of the following issues, being the sale of State assets namely the 

power companies and or anything else for that matter. These have been brought to our notice and 

the certain repercussions. After much discussion and consideration these are the conclusions that 

we arrived at. 

• We object totally to your manouvering of these assets for the sole purpose which you claim, 

as this is not a happening thing from the aspect of the Indigenous People. It amounts to 

wholesale felony.[Just as the railways, Telecommunications] 

 

• We object to your consultancy Hui taking place in selective places only, when the outcome 

will affect all areas of our world. It smacks of arrogance in the time factor and the 

impression you leave is “The outcome of all your consultancies is mere face saving as the 

decision has already been made and passed.” This we find a common practise in your 

business acumen. It is a disgrace to the role you ‘play’. 

 

 

• We object very strongly to any changes what so ever within Te Tiriti O Waitangi without full 

consultation with the ‘Kaitiaki’ of Te Tiriti, just so one partner can nullify the same 

document. This document is a partnership and it cannot be altered in any way without full 

consultation by both partners in a public arena where we may all see, hear and participate 

[the same way you made it when you first set out to deceive] 

 

• Any drilling within our country by overseas interests without proper consultation with Tiriti 

Partners makes their presence and their ‘Greed’ unwelcome. We object to their ignorance 

and we find their arrogance and disrespect for the people, the care and attention to the land 

and enviroment disgusting. Their trashing of our country and waters upon completion of 

their extraction of our resources shows the ugly disregard they have for other peoples assets 

and opinions. 

 

• We firmly believe when they enter our world they the Mining Companies should be made to 

leave it in exactly the same way that they found it OR be denied the rights that they were 

given in the first place. 

 

All the above issues are prime examples of your blatant disrespect and most certainly your disregard 

for all others with whom you share this world with. It is no wonder that the world is in the state that 
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it is. Shame must be worn by you and ALL your colleges for all time. We fail to see how all supposed 

New Zealanders could ever vote for such obnoxious people to govern our world.  

We can only assume that these so called ‘New Zealanders’ did the same to their own homes and left 

to do the same to our home.  

We do not hesitate to remind you all about a quote from your supposedly ‘Good Book’ “Do unto 

others what you would have them do unto you” 

We have never ventured into anyone else’s world to do to their homelands what you all are doing to 

ours, Shame and disgust must be worn by you all for the rest of your lives, having failed the “Cardinal 

Rule” Don’t touch what is NOT your’s ASK FIRST. Hence the mess you are in. Wallow in it and Wear it 

as the cap fits and last of all may you all rot in the hell that you have created for others. 

 

Concerned Owner’s: 

Te Morehu o Taranaki Tuuturu. 
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Attention Mr. Bob English! 

This is a submission from Te Kui me Kaumatua a Toroanui Maarae o Parihaka to Finance 

Minister Bill English and State Owned Enterprises Minister Tony Ryall dated the 20
th

 

February 2012. 

 

We as Indigenous People of these lands prior to your intrusion do wish to inform you and ALL your 

colleges within Parliament House of the following issues, being the sale of State assets namely the 

power companies and or anything else for that matter. These have been brought to our notice and 

the certain repercussions. After much discussion and consideration these are the conclusions that 

we arrived at. 

• We object totally to your manouvering of these assets for the sole purpose which you claim, 

as this is not a happening thing from the aspect of the Indigenous People. It amounts to 

wholesale felony.[Just as the railways, Telecommunications] 

 

• We object to your consultancy Hui taking place in selective places only, when the outcome 

will affect all areas of our world. It smacks of arrogance in the time factor and the 

impression you leave is “The outcome of all your consultancies is mere face saving as the 

decision has already been made and passed.” This we find a common practise in your 

business acumen. It is a disgrace to the role you ‘play’. 

 

 

• We object very strongly to any changes what so ever within Te Tiriti O Waitangi without full 

consultation with the ‘Kaitiaki’ of Te Tiriti, just so one partner can nullify the same 

document. This document is a partnership and it cannot be altered in any way without full 

consultation by both partners in a public arena where we may all see, hear and participate 

[the same way you made it when you first set out to deceive] 

 

• Any drilling within our country by overseas interests without proper consultation with Tiriti 

Partners makes their presence and their ‘Greed’ unwelcome. We object to their ignorance 

and we find their arrogance and disrespect for the people, the care and attention to the land 

and enviroment disgusting. Their trashing of our country and waters upon completion of 

their extraction of our resources shows the ugly disregard they have for other peoples assets 

and opinions. 

 

• We firmly believe when they enter our world they the Mining Companies should be made to 

leave it in exactly the same way that they found it OR be denied the rights that they were 

given in the first place. 
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All the above issues are prime examples of your blatant disrespect and most certainly your disregard 

for all others with whom you share this world with. It is no wonder that the world is in the state that 

it is. Shame must be worn by you and ALL your colleges for all time. We fail to see how all supposed 

New Zealanders could ever vote for such obnoxious people to govern our world.  

We can only assume that these so called ‘New Zealanders’ did the same to their own homes and left 

to do the same to our home.  

We do not hesitate to remind you all about a quote from your supposedly ‘Good Book’ “Do unto 

others what you would have them do unto you” 

We have never ventured into anyone else’s world to do to their homelands what you all are doing to 

ours, Shame and disgust must be worn by you all for the rest of your lives, having failed the “Cardinal 

Rule” Don’t touch what is NOT your’s ASK FIRST. Hence the mess you are in. Wallow in it and Wear it 

as the cap fits and last of all may you all rot in the hell that you have created for others. 

 

Kui / Kaumatua: 

Mahora TaiRawhiti Totorewa. 
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